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This material is a patchwork quilt with bits and pieces from a variety of sources. Much 

gratitude goes to Annette Parkin from St. Mildred’s Tenterden who wrote the 

Temptation session; and to all the contributors of the ‘grown up’ who shared in a 

collaborative writing process in preparing that resource – their writing has been 

shamelessly copied in places.  

 

Each of the five sessions of this Lent course is broken up into four sections. The 

following plan contains ideas for each of those sections: 

 

WELCOME is the opener activity. There are games suggested for each 

session but please replace these with your favourites or at the very least 

adapt them to the venue, group size & nature of the group. Wander over to  

 

WORD holds the input that will correlate to some of the content in the 

‘grown up’ version of Guides not Guards. Each session has a 

suggested Simon’s Cat video. These are a collection of short funny 

films by Simon Tofield found at www.simonscat.com. A link to each 

one is included as well as its name. All are hosted on YouTube.  

The ‘Take Home Idea’ and question sections are designed to be used 

with or without the video elements.  

There are more ideas for illustrations in the “Guides not Guards All-Age 

Worship” material also available on the Diocesan Website and on the 

ChYP’s Ministry Blog – if you are not using them for all-age services the film 

ideas and creative prayer activities would complement this material. Please 

feel free to use other films or media as necessary and appropriate.* 

 

WORSHIP is a time to respond to what has been shared. Worship is simply the 

way we respond – this may differ depending on the tradition of your group – 

some ideas are given to ignite your own creativity! 

 

WHAT NEXT? will hopefully challenge the group to question what the 

session’s theme and content means for them in their ‘everyday’ life 

through the medium of the digital photograph. This is an experiment 

in spreading the theme and topics of the sessions into the rest of 

the week, and sharing something of that experience with others. 

Each session has a title for a photograph that the young people 

could take that week. The photo can either be shown to the group at the 

next session or for those on Facebook they could be uploaded onto the 

EMYP Facebook Page.  
 

Notes for Groups who meet on a Sunday morning: 

You may very well be unable to do all five sessions – the resource has been written 

with this in mind, so please select the most appropriate session for your timing and 

context or combine them as needed. For instance some of the themes in 

Session 1 “Incarnation” overlap slightly with those in Session 2 “Baptism”.  

  
*It is important to consider the age & nature of your group when using video or film clips, 

please also watch the clips in advance to ensure they are appropriate.  
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Further Resources on the Web 
GENERAL RESOURCES 
www.going4growth.org.uk  

FURTHER FILM CLIP ILLUSTRATIONS 
www.textweek.com/movies 

www.wingclips.com 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE SESSIONS 
SESSION 1:  INCARNATION  

John 1:9-14 

Take Home Idea: God living within us is the mystery that we need to 

steward: this is what we are guiding others towards: the on-going nature of 

Incarnation – God with us. 

Photo Challenge: “God is here” 

 

SESSION 2: BAPTISM 

Matthew 3: 13-17 

Take Home Idea: Jesus’ identity as the Son of God is acknowledged and 

declared – we too can have that moment of realising who we really are.  

Photo Challenge: “this is me” 

 

SESSION 3: TEMPTATION  

Genesis 3:1-7 & 1 Corinthians 10: 12-13 & Hebrews 4:15 

Take Home Idea: Being tempted is not sinful; we may never be able to get 

away from temptation so our relationship with temptation and God is what 

shapes us.  

Photo Challenge: “lead us not into temptation” 

 

SESSION 4: TRANSFIGURATION 

Matthew 17: 1-8 

Take Home Idea: Seeing something of God revealed has the power to 

transform us. Are we open to ‘seeing’ God’s revealing around us? 

Photo Challenge: “transformed” 

 

SESSION 5: PASSION & RESURRECTION 

Matthew 16: 21-28 

Take Home Idea: The mystery of the resurrection is a difficult concept to 

explain. It is simply a question of faith, but it shows us the importance of 

letting some things die in order to allow for new life.  

Photo Challenge: “New Life” 

    
YOUTH GAMES 
www.thesource4ym.com/games/ 

CREATIVE PRAYER/WORSHIP 
www.creativeprayer.com 

www.alternativeworship.org 
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Play a game to get everyone moving and hopefully venturing beyond their 

‘normal’ group of friends.  

For instance: Mute Organisation 

Simply announce that you want everyone lined up across the room by birth date.  

Only catch: no talking. Once they are all lined up, ask certain people their 

birthdays just to be sure. 

You can have them do the same thing, but by shoe size, height, etc. 

OR 

Shuffle the Deck Mixer 

Hand everyone a playing card as they come in. During the mixer call out different 

combinations that they have to form a group with. Example: four of a kind, a flush, 

two pairs, etc. Once they get in their group, have them answer a pre-planned ice-

breaker question. It could be something fun and related or unrelated to the topic 

of the session: incarnation. 

 

 

 

Take home point: God living within us is the mystery that we need to steward: 

this is what we are guiding others towards: the on-going nature of Incarnation 

– God with us. 

 

VIDEO IDEA 

SIMON'S CAT: Cat and Mouse 

www.simonscat.com/Films/Cat-Mouse  

Simon’s Cat is after food. This is a normal state of being for the cat, indeed 

most cats. Simon’s Cat has a certain insight into the most effective way 

to get what he wants. In most situations, this episode included, he is 

asserting his presence. Making sure that Simon knows that he is here! 

Ask the group: 

Have you ever been bothered by someone trying to get your attention while you 

were busy with something? Younger siblings, mum during favourite TV show …? 

Have you ever been in the cat’s position? Quite ignored, and wanting more? 

How would you ‘break in’ to the other person’s consciousness? Would that be an 

effective method? 
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INCARNATION 
SESSION 1 
 

Materials Needed: 

 Technology as needed for WORD 

 playing cards, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 copy of Joan Osbourne’s “One of Us”, 

 paper and pens  
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Read John 1:9-14 – ‘The Word became flesh and blood, and moved into the 

neighbourhood. We saw the glory with our own eyes, the one-of-a-kind glory, like 

Father, like Son, generous inside and out, true from start to finish.’ (The Message) 

 

‘The Word became flesh’ - incarnation literally means ‘becoming meat’ (as in Chilli 

con carne), ‘and dwelt among us’ – ‘dwelt’ literally means ‘pitched his tent among us’ 

or ‘camped out with us’. 

How do you cope with the idea of God taking on the form of human flesh?  

Would it impose any limitations on the Divine power?  

How could God even be contained in human form? 

 

The story can only continue with us. We are called to an active role in the on-going 

process of ‘becoming’ (not become eventually, or became already, but becoming). 

Incarnation is on-going. 

 

What do you think you are becoming? 

What might incarnation look like? 

 

 

 

Ask the group to listen to an older song from way back  in the nineties called 

“One of us” by Joan Osborne.  

It is available on YouTube—search for the title or click here 

Invite them to reflect on the words, perhaps put the words up on a screen.  

 

As you listen, hold onto the word ‘here’.  

What if God was one of us, right here, right now? 

What would I/you/we do?  

What would I/you/we feel?  

What would I/you/we say? 

Invite the group to write or draw anything that comes to them as they listen, ensuring 

them that you won’t ask them to show it afterwards. Give them these few minutes to 

be with God as God is with us. 
 

 

 

Photo Challenge:  

Take a photo that fits the title: “God is here” 

It might be a traditional place where people expect to find God, or perhaps a 

place that you have felt an unexplained but real presence of God. Maybe it 

is a picture of someone who is “God with skin” – living out this on-going 

incarnation. 
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Play a game that has an element of ‘identity’ or ‘who am I?’ 

Making a welcome return from last year’s Lent Material is Empires.    

Sitting in a circle, get every player to secretly choose a secret identity. It’s easier if 

you keep it to a famous person that everyone there would know (you can allow 

random names once the group gets the hang of the game). Now ask everyone to 

write their secret identity (keeping it secret) on small piece of paper, which must 

be handed to the referee (a leader who isn't playing). Once all names are 

collected the leader reads them out twice ONLY. It’s worth warning the young 

people or any newcomers that part of the game is remembering as many names 

as possible. Someone then starts by trying to guess one other player’s secret 

identity: “Sarah, are you James Bond?” If Sarah is indeed James Bond then she 

joins the first person’s Empire, and is now able to help her new emperor to guess 

the rest of the group’s secret identities. If an emperor’s identity is correctly guessed 

then they and their entire empire is taken over by the new emperor. The winner is 

any emperor who has the entire group in their empire. [For large groups you can 

play until there are a given number of individuals left, who are the winners.] 
  

 

 

Take home idea: Jesus’ identity as the Son of God is acknowledged and 

declared – we too can have that moment of realising who we really are. 

 

Video Idea 

Simon's Cat: Cat Man Do 

www.simonscat.com/films/Cat-Man-Do  

Many cat owners seem to relate to this short animation. There are a couple 

of useful ideas in this clip: the sudden realisation of something, and the 

confidence that Simon’s Cat has in being who he is. Yes, a cat.  

 

What was driving Simon’s Cat’s action? 

Is there any similarity between Simon’s Cat’s behaviour and ours? 

What drives your behaviour?  

When are you being who you are?  
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BAPTISM 
SESSION 2 
 

Materials Needed: 

 Technology as needed for WORD 

 small pieces of paper and pens, 

 basket of stones/pebbles, 

 bowl of water. 
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Read Matthew 3: 13-17 

John the Baptist isn’t really sure he should be baptising Jesus but is persuaded that it is 

the proper thing to do. As Jesus is baptised he sets in motion  a series of events; the 

declaration that Jesus is God’s beloved son, the presence of the Holy Spirit, and 

beyond the end of this passage, the temptation in the wilderness, then follows Jesus’ 

proclamation of the good news of God’s Kingdom and the calling of the first disciples. 

 

What does it mean to you to be a ‘beloved child’ of God?  

Is that something you find easy or difficult to accept? 

By sharing in Christ’s baptism we also share in his ministry. This means that by our 

baptism we are called to serve God and our neighbour in a way that only we can – 

what would that be for you? In other words: what are you either really good at or really 

passionate about?  

 

 

 

Invite every group member to come forward and select a stone/pebble. 

Ask them to hold it for a moment: feeling the surface texture, the weight, looking 

at the colour. 

Now invite them to submerge the stone/pebble into the bowl of water and holding it in 

their hand to feel the stone/pebble again.  

What changes as the stone is submerged and what doesn’t change? 

Invite them to say a silent prayer about their own lives as they think about being 

baptised into Christ’s family. 

 

 

 
Photo challenge  

Take a photo that fits the title: “this is me” 

It could be something that identifies you to your group or friends or your 

family. A photo of your room as it normally is, a photo of your 

fingerprint, a shot of your sports/dance/art equipment…  
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Place the bowl of treats on the table and don’t say anything about it – hopefully it’s 

something the group really like and will feel a little tempted to make a start! 

Now show the Haribo advert from You Tube  

“Haribo: ‘Just too Good’: a Quiet Storm production” 

 

Get your group in a circle and give a ball of wool  to a start person – they have to keep 

hold of the end, tell the group their name and whether they would like to be a duck, a 

dog or a dinosaur, then throw the ball across the circle to the next person  who has to hold 

on to the wool too, going backwards and forwards across the circle creating a web.  

Once you’ve done the first round you can think up other things if you want the ice breaker 

to go on a bit longer such as favourite colour, something about themselves only their close 

friends know, i.e., a hobby the church group might not know about. 

 

 

 

Take home idea: Being tempted is not sinful; we may never be able to get away 

from temptation so our relationship with temptation and God is what shapes us.  

 

VIDEO IDEA 

Simon's Cat: Springtime 

www.simonscat.com/films/Springtime  

Simon’s Cat is after a bird’s nest. He is in for a surprise, though.  

Ask: 

Simon’s Cat is clearly tempted by the bird house. How do the 

things that tempt us compare to the booby trapped bird house? 

What is the cause of Simon’s cat’s downfall?  

Is it the temptation or a result of his actions? 

 

Read Genesis 3:1-7  

and then read 1 Corinthians 10:12-13 

Temptation is all around us – we don’t have to look for it.  It’ll find us!   

Being tempted is not sinful.  Jesus was tempted.  We’re tempted because we’re 

human.  If we know how to handle temptation we can get closer to God, and what 

we thought was our failure can turn to our triumph. 
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TEMPTATION 
SESSION 3 
Materials Needed: 

 Technology as needed for WELCOME & WORD 

 Bowl of ‘treats’ - something that your group love to eat 

 Ball of wool 

 Verses printed on A5 sheets (see list under WORSHIP section) 

 Blank pages or Post-its 

 Pens or Crayons et. 
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Ask the group about the temptations they face, and perhaps how they resist – when they 

manage to. 

 

Three Ways to Handle Temptation: 

Give in to it – ‘if it feels right it must be right’ – but deep down you know that you shouldn’t – 

whether it’s slipping that pretty ring in your pocket – no one will miss it, or taking two biscuits 

when offered only one! 

Fight it – this is the opposite – fighting all the time – but failing all the time, too.  The person on 

the diet who says ‘I’ll only have a bar of chocolate if there’s no queue’ and wow, there’s 

no queue on the third attempt! We try to fight on our own so we set ourselves up to fail. 

Overcome it Through Christ – You can be victorious over temptation – whether it’s overeating 

or wanting something that’s not yours (coveting) or being lazy – you don’t have to be a 

slave to the world, the flesh or evil.  1 Cor. 10:12-13 – God won’t allow you to be tempted 

beyond what you are able, and there will be a way of escape. 

Don’t think that ‘real’ Christians are not tempted.  They are – probably all the time – dishonesty, 

materialism, sex, greed and pride.  Having Jesus in your life doesn’t mean you won’t be 

tempted, but being tempted is not a sin.  Hebrews 4:15 says that Jesus “was in all points 

tempted like we are, yet without sin”. 

 

For more mature groups: 

If God can overcome temptation why doesn’t God just remove temptation from us? 

This is a very tricky question and may not have a direct or easy answer – allow any discussion 

to develop. Answers may include: 

God wants us to have struggles to make us stronger 

It is simply a part of ‘free will’- part of being human 

 

 

 

Place the following verses printed on A5 sheets around the edge of your venue: 

1 John 5:4-5  2 Timothy 2:22  

1 Corinthians 6:18 Matt. 6:13  James 4:7  

Have blank pages or Post-Its with pens or crayons for any responses the group might like to 

make. Play some quiet reflective background music and invite your group to wander around 

and read some or all of the passages. Encourage them to write any prayers or pledges in 

response to the passages.  

 

 

 
Photo challenge  

Take a photo that fits the title: “lead us not into temptation” 

This is a risky title, but is an opportunity to challenge the young people to be critical of the 

world around them and to begin to notice the volume of temptations that bombard us 

every day. Please remind them to be sensible and that any inappropriate images 

will be removed if uploaded to the Facebook page.  

Guides not GuardsGuides not GuardsGuides not Guards   
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Play a game involving an element of change.  

An excellent example would be the game:  

“Egg, Chicken, Dinosaur” from www.thesource4ym.com 

 

“The goal of this game is to work your way up by beating other players at Rock-

Scissors-Paper to the “position” of king or queen. 

Everyone starts out as an egg. You find another egg and play Rock-Scissors-Paper. 

The winner "grows" into a chicken who finds another chicken to play against. 

Whoever wins "grows" into a dinosaur. The loser returns to being an egg. 

Once a dinosaur you must find another dinosaur to play against. If you lose you 

step down to a chicken. The next step is becoming a prince or princess, which of 

course means playing against another prince or princess. If you win you become a 

King or Queen and stand off to the side. If you lose you return to a dinosaur. The 

game is played until there is one egg, chicken, dinosaur and prince or princess. All 

other players will be kings or queens. 

The fun in all this?: Eggs waddle on the ground in a little ball, chickens walk and 

squat while flapping their wings and "clucking ", dinosaurs "roar" standing up. 

Princes/princesses "prance" around holding an imaginary sceptre while kings and 

queens stand off to the side victoriously. “  Added by Brad Williams  

 

 

 

Take home idea: Seeing something of God revealed has the power to 

transform us. Are we open to ‘seeing’ God’s revealing around us? 

 

Video Idea 

Simon's Cat: Hop-it 

www.simonscat.com/films/Hop-It  

Simon’s Cat is hunting rabbit, but in true domestic cat fashion, he is struggling 

with the finer points of the hunt. Using some more ‘human’ ingenuity 

he manages to capture his prey but has a change of heart.  

Ask: 

What would you expect a cat to do with a rabbit in its grasp? 

Why would Simon’s Cat be so different? 

Guides not GuardsGuides not GuardsGuides not Guards   
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TRANSFIGURATION 
SESSION 4 
Materials Needed: 

 Technology as needed for WELCOME & WORD 

 postcards or pictures, 

 a candle. 
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Read Matthew 17:1-8 

Jesus goes up a mountain, as He often did, and takes just a few disciples with him. 

Whilst on the mountain Jesus is transfigured – his appearance changes and the 

disciples see some heavenly figures standing with him. The disciples have experienced 

something, which Peter is desperate to hold onto. He suggests pitching a tent for each 

of the figures when a cloud surrounds them and a voice speaks from the cloud.  

 

What would be the point of pitching some tents as Peter suggests?  

What do you imagine you might have felt had you been there? 

Ask if any of the group have ever experienced a memorable moment that left them 

feeling changed?  

 

 

 

Make your venue as dark as possible.  

Hand out a postcard or picture to each member of your group.  

Now light a candle saying a short prayer such as: “Jesus, light of the world, shine your 

light on us.” 

Invite your group to stare quietly at the candle flame for a minute (or two if you are 

brave). 

Then ask them to look at their pictures and describe what they can see. They should 

only be able to see the image of the flame still persisting on their retinas.  

After a few moments invite them to angle their pictures towards the flame. The picture 

should become visible as the light shines on it.  

It might initiate a discussion on the difference between staring at the light and using 

the light to illuminate our world. 

Invite the young people to pray that the things they encounter this week might be 

revealed in God’s light.  

 

 

 
Photo challenge  

Take a photo that fits the title: “transformed” 

It could be a thing that has itself been transformed or something that 

has given them a sense of themselves being transformed.  

Guides not GuardsGuides not GuardsGuides not Guards   
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Play a game involving memory 

Signs (for instance) 

Everyone comes up with a sign for themselves. Scratch your cheek, flip hair, etc. 

Go around and demonstrate your sign for the group. Then you have to silently pass 

your sign along without the designated person in the middle catching you doing 

the sign. You pass the sign by doing first your sign, then another person's. You 

continue to do the other person's sign until they see you, and pass it on again. You 

have to watch carefully as the sign can move quickly. If they see you doing a sign, 

you are in the middle. Fun game, but can last a long time. 

Copied from www.thesource4ym.com  

 

 

 

Take Home Idea: The mystery of the resurrection is a difficult concept to 

explain. It is simply a question of faith, but it shows us the importance of letting 

some things die in order to allow for new life.  

 

VIDEO IDEA 

Simon's Cat: Icecapade 

www.simonscat.com/Films/Icecapade  

Simon’s Cat is once again faced with the struggle to find 

food. In this edition he is thwarted by a frozen fish pond.  

BUT the Kitten is a little more ingenious.  

Ask the group: 

Have you ever struggled again and again to get something right? 

How did it end? Did you manage it, did you give up, or were you beaten to it? 

Why did the Kitten succeed when Simon’s Cat hadn’t? 

 

The idea being that sometimes we have to change our behaviour or 

attitude to progress. In other words we have to let that way of doing things 

die in order to find new life and succeed or progress…  

Guides not GuardsGuides not GuardsGuides not Guards   
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PASSION & RESURRECTION 
SESSION 5 

 Technology as needed for WORD 

 Blotting paper or kitchen towel,  

 scissors,  

 pencils,  

 pens,  

 cress seeds,  

 Foil container (i.e. take-away boxes),  

 cling film or plastic bags.  
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Read Matthew 16:21 

Ask the group what they make of the phrase: “Jesus began to show his disciples that 

he must go”. Why would it be ‘must’ go?  

 

Now read the next few verses, 16:22-28.  

What does it mean to ‘take up their cross and follow me’?  

Note that it is not ‘the cross’ but ‘their cross.’  

Discipleship is central to the Easter message and it has to do with: 

what you save,  

what you lose and  

whom you follow  

– these three little phrases are worth discussing. 

 

 

 

Get the young people to make simple crosses out of the blotting paper 

(you could use kitchen towel but harder to write on) – make the crosses 

several layers thick.  

Now invite them to write a prayer on one of the middle, hidden sheets - for a 

something that they want to ‘lose’, or for a situation where there seems no hope – it 

could be an individual known personally to them who is ill or someone who seems far 

from God or a seemingly hope-less world situation.  

Place the crosses on a tray and dampen with a small amount of water.  

Sprinkle on the cress seeds.  

Pray together that God will bring new life to these people and situations. 

If the young people want to take them home as a reminder to pray each day when 

they water the seeds – then provide foil or take away container and a plastic bag or 

cling film to wrap them in. 

Adapted from Urban Saints Energize meeting plans © 2003-2010 

 
 

 

Photo Challenge: 

Take a photo that fits the title: “New Life” 

Keep your eyes out this week for anything that shows ‘New Life’ – it might be a 

spring flower, an empty Easter egg, something made out of recycling… use 

your imagination and allow God’s gentle nudge to help you see the 

world as God sees it! 
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If you have any practical queries about using this material;  

please feel free to contact  
Murray Wilkinson 

ChYP’s Ministry Adviser  

 

01227 459401 

mwilkinson@diocant.org  
 
Please forgive any errors and omissions—they are unintentional! 

Thank you for joining in this journey into becoming Guides not Guards.  

The word ‘becoming’ is very appropriate as this is a process, not a destination. The 

‘journey’ metaphor is in danger of being overused, and yet it carries the idea of being 

a follower of Christ so neatly.  

You may have only joined together to do these five sessions, or you might be a regular 

group who will continue to meet after Easter. In either case your feedback on these 

sessions would be very gratefully received. They are sent out with the hope that they 

will be a resource that supports your discipleship together. Our process of getting them 

written and distributed is by no means perfect, so your feedback would help us 

develop this idea in future. Please do send any feedback to Murray: 

mwilkinson@diocant.org 

I would like to convey my great thanks to Annette Parkin for writing the ‘Temptation’ 

session.  

 

 

Lastly, the Easter Monday Youth Pilgrimage takes the next step in this theme of 

exploring the mysteries of Christ, but standing on the day after Easter Sunday – the 

fourth day, and asking “what now?” 

We hope you will join us as we try to find the answer to that question together. So far 

we are confident that an immediate answer is: “come and find out together” 
EMYP 2013 

1st April  

Converging on Canterbury Cathedral at noon 
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